Preface. This paper treats existence of elementary solutions B(t) for equations B'(t)=A(t)B(t), where A(t) is an unbounded operator in a Banach space. Two points of view predominate. One is that generalization of the power-series definition of the exponential function is more fruitful than generalization of the product-integral definition (é = lim"-, «, (14-t\rif). The other point of view is that smoothing of unbounded operators exclusively by resolvents (particularly in the time-dependent case) leads to drastic losses in generality with little gain in clarity and simplicity.
The spaces LP(X, Q) and LP(B(-Sf), O) are Banach spaces for p^ 1. L1^, £2) is precisely the space of Bochner-integrable functions from Q into X. Unfortunately, only those A(-) sL\B{X), Í2) which are "almost separably-valued" are Bochner integrable with B(X) considered as a Banach space under the operator norm. (For A{) e J((B(X), Q), A(-) is almost separably-valued if there exists a null-set N such that {A(w) : w e Q.-N} is contained in a separable subspace of the Banach space B(X).) For example, if Í2 happens to be a topological space with a countable basis of open sets, then A() is almost separably-valued if it is almost everywhere continuous as a function from £2 to the Banach space B{X).
(c) We specialize to the case that Í2 = [a, b] , a bounded interval with Lebesgue measure.
(
1) Definition. A function x(): [a, b] -»■ X is of bounded variation if 3K>0 such that 2?=i IW'i)-*(?f-i)ll <K f°r a'l choices of a=t0<t1< • ■ ■ <tn=b. A function A():[a,b]^-B(X) is of bounded variation if 3AT>0 such that 2f"i \\A(t,)-A(ti-1)\\<KfoT all choices of a=t0<t1< ■■■ <tn=b.
Since complex-valued functions of bounded variation are measurable, application of continuous linear functionals shows that x() is measurable if it is of bounded variation. Directly, A{) is measurable if it is of bounded variation. Even more, since it is continuous on [a, b] except at a countable number of points, it is almost separably-valued.
For A() to be of bounded variation, it suffices to know that A()x is of bounded variation Vxel. To see this define a continuous pseudo-norm on A" by ps= 2?=i \\A(h)x-A(ti-i)x\\, where S represents the subdivision a=t0< ■ ■■ <tn=b.
Then ps is uniformly bounded on each x, so that there exists c with ps(x) úc\\x\\ for all x e X by Bourbaki's version of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. Thus for all subdivisions of [a, b] 2T-1 M(60-^(a.)l replacing 2r=1 11*00-*(a¿)||.
Since absolute continuity implies continuity, jc() and /4() are uniformly bounded on [a, b] if they are absolutely continuous. Directly, A()x() is absolutely continuous if A(-) and x() are each absolutely continuous, and A()B() is absolutely continuous HA() and B() each are. Parenthetically, we note that absolutely continuous functions are automatically of bounded variation.
If i4()eLx(£(Z), [a, b] ) and is, moreover, almost separably-valued, then [August 2?(í) =J"á A(s)ds is absolutely continuous on [a, b] , and 5(0 is uniformly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] with derivative B'(t) = A(t). If 5j() and 52() are absolutely continuous and are uniformly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] , then so is B1(-)B2(), and (B1(t)B2(t))' = B'1(t)B2(t) + B1(t)B2(t) a.e. on [a, b] .
If, however, A{) e L}(B(X), [a,b] ) is not necessarily almost separably-valued, we know only that there exists 5() with 5(0*=J^ j4(j);c ¿fa Vx g X. This means that KÄifjO-ÄirO^lallJcll/jMWIiö VxeZ, so that ||*(/a)-.ff ( For x( • ) e Ll(X, [a, b] ), jla x(s) ds is strongly differentiable for almost all / e [a, b] with Qtax(s)ds)'=x(t). Let A¿) and A2(■ ) eL\B(X), [a, b] ). Setting 5,(0* = §taAi(s)xds (i =1,2), we may assert that, for each xeX, Bt(t)x is strongly differentiable for almost all te [a, b] with (5,(0*)'=A((t)x. We should like to assert that 5i(052(0* is strongly differentiable for almost all t e [a, b] 
with (B1(t)B2(t)x)'=A1(t)B2(t)x+B1(t)A2(t)x.
The following lemma suffices to establish this.
Lemma. Let x(-) be strongly differentiable a.e. on [a,b] with derivative *'(•)• Let A() e Ll(B(X), [a, b]), and let B(t)x=fta A(s)x ds VxeX. Then B(t)x(t) is strongly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] with derivative A(t)x(t) + B(t)x'(t).
Proof. Let JV"0 be a null set such that a-(-) is differentiable Vr e [a, b]-N0 with derivative at t equal to x'(t). Let N00 be a null set such that f" \\A(s)\\ ds is differentiable Vr e [a, b]-N0Q with derivative at t equal to ||^((0ll-If {*n} is a sequence dense in X, then for each xn the set of t for which B(t)xn is differentiable with (B(t)xny equal to A(t)xn is contained in [a, b] minus a null set Nn.
Set N=N00 u Un°=o Nn, and let t e [a, b] -N. Then 
\\(A(t)x(t)+B(t)xV))-m(B(t+S)x(t+S)-B(t)x(t))\\ Z \\(A(t)-(l/8)(B(t+8)-B(t)))x(t)\\
+ ||5(/+8)|| ■ ||*'(,)-(l/S)(*(i+8)-;c(0)|| + ||5(0-5(f+8)||.||jc'(0l|.
Certainly the last two terms go to zero with 8. The first term is majorized by ||(^(0-(l/S)(5(/+8)-5(0)K|| + M(0|| • ¡*"-*(0l +(l/S)||5(i+8)-5(0|| • \\xn-x(t)\\.
But we may choose xn to make the last two terms of this uniformly small in 8, and then let 8 go to zero to make the first term vanish. | Suppose now *(•) is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and (f(x()))'=0 a.e.
V/e X*. Then *(•) is constant.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use When x(-) is of bounded variation on [a, b] and has a weak derivative x'(-) a.e. on [a, b] , x'( ■ ) e L*(X, [a, b] ) by a standard theorem of vector integration. In particular this is true if x(-) is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and has a weak derivative x'(-) a.e. But by the above paragraph x(t)-¡I x'(s) ds is then constant, so that x(t) = x(a) + Pa x'(s) ds, and x() is even strongly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] . When A{) is almost separably-valued all of the relevant integrals may be taken directly as uniform Bochner integrals. The stronger assertions in this case follow immediately.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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THE ABSTRACT TIME-DEPENDENT CAUCHY PROBLEM 7 Corollary. B(-, a) and B(-,a) as defined above are absolutely continuous on [a, b] and are strongly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] on each x e X with derivatives A()B(-, a) and -B{-, a)A(-), respectively. When A{-) is almost separably-valued, B(-,a) and B(-, a) are, in addition, uniformly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] .
Proof. The corollary is immediate from the integral formulas and bounds for (£(•, a)-/) and (*(•,<!)-/). I Proof. Let a=a0<a1< ■ ■ ■ <an=b be any subdivision of [a, b] with f'+1 \\A(s)\\ ds < i W.
Then Vf e fa, at+J,
Thus B{t, at) is invertible V/ e [a" a,+1]. Set C{t) = B(t, a^B(a{, «(-i)-• -5(0!, a0) for te[ai,ai + i\. Then C() is absolutely continuous on [a,b] , is strongly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] with derivative A(-)C(), and is invertible everywhere on [a,b] .
But B(-,a)C()x is strongly differentiable a.e. on [a, b] for each xe X with derivative -B{-, a)A()C()x+B(-, a)A(-)C()x=0 and is, in addition, absolutely continuous on [a, b] . Thus B(t, a)C(t)x=x Vf e [a, b] , so that B(t, a)C(t)
=1 VÏ e [o, 6] , so that 2?(/, a) = C(0_ 1 Vi e a, b. | Corollary 1. Ifx(-) is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and strongly differentiable a.e. with x'()=A(-)x( • ), then x(t)=B(t, a) ~ 1x(a) Vi e [a, b] .
Proof. J(-,a)x() is absolutely continuous on [a,b] and is differentiable a.e. Proof. Let C() be absolutely continuous on [a,b] , and let C(-)x be differentiable a.e. V*GZwith derivative -C(-)A(-)x. Let C(a)=I. Then (C(t)-I)x = -jlaC(s)A(s)xds Vxel.
Then C()B{-,a)x is strongly differentiable a.e. with derivative equal to zero, so that C{t)B{t, a)=I, so that C( THE ABSTRACT TIME-DEPENDENT CAUCHY PROBLEM 9
Finally, if \>p(A), then 3n>0 with n + A>0. Then ||/l+/i[[-n<X implies ||^+n|| <(n + A), implies \\A+n\\ <(n+X)(l+((i2/(Á+n)2))112 for any real p., implies (M+nlD/tfn + A)^2)1'2 < 1, implies (/4+n)-(A+i>+«) = /4-(A+i>) is invertible (with ¡(.¿-(A+i/i))""1! <:(\-PÍA))-1), implies p(^)^sup Re a(A). Before we state the next proposition, let us note that if ^i(-) eL1(B(X), [a, b] ), \p(A(-))\^\\A(-)\\, so that p(A()) e L\ [a, b] ), so that we may consider £ P(A(s))ds.
Proposition. || Bit, a) \\ è exp (£ p(A(s)) ds).
Proof. Let n>0. At least one amelioration of the estimate of the proposition is possible. Suppose A eB(X) is invertible. Then A~1B(-, d)A is absolutely continuous on [a, b] , is the identity at a, and A " 1B( ■, d)Ax is strongly differentiable a.e. Vx 6 X with derivative 
We shall give an example shortly of a nilpotent operator A in Hubert space for which this gives a fairly reasonable estimate of polynomial type on ||exp(M)||. An estimate of this sort would seem to be of most value when A()eL\B(X), [a,b] ) V6>a
and we wish to consider a bound on |5(r, a)|| as t -> oo. Let us investigate the continuity of 6. We state two propositions.
Proposition. Let An{-) and A() e L\B(X), [a, b] ), and let An()->A(-) in L\B{X), [a, b] ). Then 5B(-, a0) -*■ 5(-, a0) in L00(5(Ar), [a0, b] ), uniformly over all a0 g [a, b] .
Proof. Since An{) -+A() in L\B(X), [a,b] ),3k such that M"(-)l|i+M(-)|i £k. Since ||5"(i2, rJII ^exp(J"£ M"(j)|| ds) for a^húhúb, it follows that WBÁÍ2, h)\\ úek=K, and, similarly, ||5(/2, h)\\ = K.
We know that Vx e X, BJjt, s)B(s, a0)x is absolutely continuous and differentiable a.e. in s with derivative Bn(t, s)(A(s)-An(s))B(s, a0)x, so that Proposition. Let An() and A() e L\B(X), [a, b] ), and let An(-)x->■ A(-)x in L\X, [a, b] ) Vx e X. Suppose further that 3k >0 such that \\An( ■ ) || x + \\A( ■ ) || x è k.
Then Bn( ■, a0)x -> B( ■, a0)x in LX (X, [a0, b] ) Vx e X, uniformly in a0.
Proof. As before, ||B"(í2, t1)\\úK=ek, and |5(í2, t^W^Kfor aúhúhúb. [We digress briefly to state some pleasant consequences of the fact just proved.
(1) If T has pure imaginary spectrum, then (T+T*) can be neither strictly positive nor strictly negative.
To show this we need only show that (7+ T*) cannot be strictly negative, since -T also has pure imaginary spectrum. But p(T)^swp Reo(T)=0, so that supa((r+r*)/2)^o.
(2) If A is self-adjoint and S is invertible, sup <r(Re SAS 'x) is minimal for S=I.
To see this we need only notice that SAS'1 has the same spectrum as A, so that p(SAS -^ p(A)=sup c(A).
If A is skew-adjoint, c^SAS'1) is pure imaginary so that p(SAS _1) = 0=p(A).]
From the digression it is clear that the amelioration of the estimate ||5(f, a)|| exp (j^ p(A(s)) ds) is no amelioration at all if A(t) is either self-adjoint or skewadjoint for each t. Consider, however, the following example.
Let X=L2([0, I]), and let Af for fe X be defined by (4/")(*) =/(*-*) for We may, however, compute ||exp(/^)|| directly. Certainly exp(tA)=l + tA, and t-l^\\exp(tA)\\£t+\.
More precisely, let h=hxlo,ii2}+hxni2.u=f+g be a function of unit norm in X. Then
This can only increase if we assume that/and g are ^0. If we fix/ then ||^|| = (1-||/||2)1'2. Thus by the Schwartz inequality we can choose g to maximize (exp (tA)h, exp (tA)h) to l+2i |/||(1 -H/IIT' + f a||/||a. By calculus we may maximize this to l+(f/2)((/2+4)1'2+f).
Let us now consider the estimate I exp (tA) || g inf ( || SI • || 5 -x || exp f P(S -1AS)ds).
We consider only invertible S of the form Ma-multiplication by eax for real a.
For/eL2([0,1]), iAMaf)=e~al2MaAf, so that M.-'M^e"^, and piM^AMj =e~al2piA)=ie~al2. We need consider only Ma for a^O if we wish to obtain an improvement of the original estimate. Clearly ¡Af0|| =e°, and || Af¿"x || = 1. We must therefore minimize \\Ma\\ ■ \\M^\\ exp £ piM-'AMa) ds = eaet^"2m = exp (a+/(e-°'2/2)) for a^O. I.e., we must minimize a+f(e'°/2/2) for a^O. We have
Since this is always nonnegative for f^4 (a^O), the expression is minimized by choosing a=0 for t ¿4. For f >4, the derivative is negative at a=0. We therefore set 1 -(f/4)e_o/2=0 to get e°=f2/16 and e-al2 = 4/t at this point, so that the minimum of the expression over a^O for f>4 is e2t2/l6. Hence the improved general estimate is at least as good as ||exp (tA)\\ ge"2 for f^4, èe2t2/\6 for f >4. Though not ideal, it is certainly better than ||exp itA)\\ ¿etl2 for all f.
3. The Cauchy problem for unbounded operators in a separable Banach space.
(a) Definition. CDiX)=the set of closed, densely-defined operators in X.
LiX)=the set of operators in BiX) which are 1-1 with dense range. Let AeLiX). Then A-1 e CDiX). Under the norm ||x||BU)= M_1x||, the range of A=RiA) becomes a Banach space since {xn} Cauchy in R-iA) means that {A ~ 1xn} is Cauchy in X, so that 3yeX with A " 1xn -*■ y in X, so that xn -*■ Ay in RiA).
For Te BiX) with TiRiA))<=RiA), A~XTA is bounded by the closed graph theorem because TA is bounded and has range in the domain of A'1. For such T, 17*11 «Co = sup ||rx|SM) = sup IM-^xfl
If we set /5SM)(r) = supaâ0 i\\T+a\\R{A)-a), then
PxAT) = supi\\A-\T+a)A\\-a) = supOM-^ + al-«) -¿A^TA).
ago aiO
Finally, if X is reflexive and xn->x with ||^4_1xn|^Ar V«, then {A~1xn} is Cauchy on all elements of X* of the form/« A, so that {A~xxn} is Cauchy on all /e X*, being uniformly bounded. By weak completeness of the closed sphere [August 3yeX such that A~xxn->y weakly. Since the graph of A ~1 is weakly closed,.x is in the domain of A'1, and A~1x=y. Also || _y|| ^K since the norm-closed sphere is weakly closed.
(b) Although reflexivity of X seems to be required to prove much in the way of existence for solutions of the Cauchy problem when unbounded operators are involved, we may derive the essential uniqueness lemma without it.
Lemma. Let A()be a function from [a, b] Then //*,(•), i= 1, 2, is a function from [a, b] into the range of A which is absolutely continuous and strongly differentiable a.e. with derivative A(-)x¡(), and which has
Proof. Let *()=*i()-*2(). Then x(-) satisfies the same hypotheses as *i() and *2(), and, in addition, x(a)=0. 
Our fundamental existence theorems follow. Then for a^s^t^b, there exists BClCiit, s) e BiX) bounded by K and strongly continuous in t for each s such that
Vre [o, b] , and BClC2it,s)x=BClC2it,s)y ifClx=C1y,
(2) BClc2it, s) carries the range of C2 into the range of A, and (3) BClc2i-, s)C2 is absolutely continuous on [s, b] , and BClC2i-, s)C2x is strongly differentiable a.e. on [s, b] Vx e X with derivative Ai-)BClC2i-, s)C2x, so that BClc2it, s)C2x = C1C2x+j
Air)BClC2ir, s)C2x dr Vx e X.
Proof. Let {xy} and {/} be sequences in X and X*, respectively, such that VxeXJeX*, e>0, 3/ with ||x-x,||<e and |/-/,|| <e. Fix s and t,a^s^t<b. We have Vx e X, (5n(f, s)-I)C1C2x=jts /4n(r)5n(r, i)dC2x dr, so that
Choose a subsequence JVj of the integers such that fi((BNlM(t, s)-/JC^Xi) converges to some value Bit, s,fu Xj). We have \Bit, s,fu Xl)\ á KIM ■ \xt\ £ Kr) dr.
Choose a subsequence N2 ofNx such that f2i(BN2ÍNi(n))it, s) -I)CxC2x2) converges to some value B it, s,f2, x2), |Ä(f,j,/a,x2)| ^#||/2|| • ||x2|| \[kir)dr. Continue, choosing a subsequence N, of /¥,_!»•••<»#! for which fiiiBNlo...oNlWit,s)-I)C1C2xj) converges to some value Bit,s,f"x¡), |Ä(f, s,f, x,)\ ûK\f}\-\\x,\\ ¡¡kir) dr. Relabel, calling the diagonal sequence={Nn °-• -° Nxin)} simply {n}.
Then for eachy,/X(5n(f, *)-Í)CiCa*/) -> Bit, s,f" x,). Let x e Af,/e 3T*. Then /((¿?"(i, s)-r)CiC2x) is Cauchy. For given e>0, choose x, e X and/} e X* such that ||/-/J<min{||/||,(6Jqc2H|x||)-18}, and |x-j^|<i(l«|C,M/t)-'* Then
We have only to choose n0 such that m,n>n0 makes the last term <e/3. Call the limit of/((5n(f, j)-/)CjC2x), ¿(f, j,/ x). Now let {t¡) be a sequence dense in [s, b] . Again by using the diagonal process and ultimately relabeling the final subsequence, we may assume that f((Bn(t¡, í)-/)CiC2*) converges to some B(tits,f,x) VxeX,feX*. Then f((Bn(t, s)-jQCjCiPt:) converges to some B(t,s,f,x) Vxg X,fe X*, te [s, b] . For, taking s^tj^t, we have
The last term can be made arbitrarily small for fixed j by taking m and n suitably large. Since
the first two terms can be made arbitrarily small by choosing t¡ sufficiently close to t.
Consider nov/ f((Bn(t,s)-1)0^
). This is Cauchy V*g X,fe X*, t e [s,b],
is a bounded sequence of linear functional (bounded by ||/||(Ji+|Ci|)) converging pointwise on a dense subset of X, namely, the range of C2.
Thus/(5"(i, OQ*) -> some/(5ClC|2(/, 0*)-This expression is clearly linear in/ and x since each of the convergents is, and since each/(5n(i, s)Q*) is bounded by #11/11-11*11, |/(5ClC2(i, 0*)l S*|/|-11*11-By reflexivity of X, BClCa(t, s) e B(X) with \\BClc2(t, OH SK. Since each B"(s, s) = I, BClc2(s, 0 = Ci-If we anticipate the remainder of this proof by assuming that 5ClC¡¡(-, s)C2 is absolutely continuous on [s, b] (or even only continuous), then BClc2(-,s) is strongly continuous on [s, b] since bounded strong convergence on the dense subset consisting of the range of C2 implies strong convergence on all of X. Clearly 5ClC2(i, s)x=0 if Ci*=0.
We have now that each /(5ClC¡¡( •, í)*) is a pointwise limit on [s, b] of the measurable (indeed, continuous) functions /(5"(-,0Ci*).
Hence BClCa(-,s)e L»(B(X), [s,b] ) with ||5ClC2(-,0IU = #, and BClC2(-,s)C2 eL"(B(X), [s,b] ) with \\Bc1c2(-, s)C2\\ = K\\C2\\. By an earlier remark, BClc2(t, s)C2x is in the domain of A-1 VxeX,te [s,b] , and ¡A^Bc^t,j)Cjx||áA:||x|. I.e., A^B^-,s)C2
belongs to L°°(B(X), [s, b] ) with \\A-iBClC2(-,s)C2\\oeuK(A-iBClC2(-,s)C2 is measurable by the remark immediately preceding this theorem).
Let us show that Vx g X,fe X*, t e [s, b],
We have
The integrand of the first term is dominated by ÍT||/|| ■ ||x||fc(r), and it goes to zero pointwise a.e. on [s, t] since iAnir)A)*f-± iAir)A)*f strongly for almost all r s [s, b] , and \\A~1B"ir, s)C!C2x\\ ¿K\\x\\ Vr e [s, b] . Thus the first term goes to zero as n -> oo. The integrand of the second term is similarly dominated, and
as n -> oo since for fixed r and s, A " 1Bnir, s)CiC2 -+■ A ~ 1BClC2ir, s)C2 weakly. Thus the second term goes to zero. I.e.,/(2?n(f, s)CiC2x) converges to the right side of the desired equality. But it also converges to/(5ClC2(f, s)C2x), so that If the range of BClc2(s0, s) lies in the range of Cu BClC2(t, s0)Cr1BClC2(s0, s) is well-defined, and BClc2(t,s)C2x=BClC2(t,s0)Cr1Bc¡c2(so,s)C2x by the first part of the corollary V* g X, so that 5ClCa(f, s)=BClCa(t, s0)Cr1BClc2(so, Ó for f g [í0, b] by density of the range of C2. Theorem 3 . Suppose in addition to the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 that d eL(X). Then C3BClC2(t, s)C^ e B(X), ags^tíb, and ||C35ClC2(f, s}Císl¿K'. Further, if Bn(t, ¿)Ci -► 5ClC¡!(f, s) weakly, C35n(f, s) -* C3BClC2(t, i)Cf * weafc/>. .¿feo, C3BClc2(t, ■)C{1Ax is absolutely continuous on [a, t] , and C3BClCa(t, ■)C{1Ax is strongly differentiable a.e. on [a, t] with derivative -C3BClCa(t, )Cï1A()Ax.
Proof. Let us assume that Bn(t, s)Ci -*■ BClC2(t, s) weakly. Then C3Bn(t, s)Ci -*> CaBClCa(t, s) weakly. Let y=C1x, \\y\\ è 1. We have
Since C3Bn(t, s) is bounded by K' Vn and since C3Bn(t, s) converges weakly to C3BCiCa(t, s)Cfx on the range of Clt which is dense, C3Bn(t, s)-^-C3BClc2(t, O^i * weakly.
Let us show that f(C3BClCa(t, s)Cr'Ax) = /(C3^l*)+£/(C35ClCa(f, r)C^A(r)Ax) dr.
We have Bn(t, i)*=*+$1 Bn(t, r)An(r)x dr, so that
The integrand of the first integral is dominated by AT'||/||-||je||A:(r), and since An(r)A -»■ A(r)A strongly a.e., the integrand goes to zero pointwise as n -> oo. Thus the integral goes to zero as n -*> oo. The integrand of the second integral is dominated by 2^'||/|-||*||Ä:(r), and since C3Bn(t,r)-^C3BClC2(t,r)C{1 weakly for fixed f and r, the integrand goes pointwise to zero as n -> oo, and hence this integral, too, goes to zero as « -* oo. But/(C35"(f, 0^*) -*f(C3BClCa(t, s)C{;1Ax), so that C35ClCa(f,i)Cr1^*=C3^*+JstC35ClCa(f,0C1-1/4(r)/ix</r, the integrand of the integral being in L\B(X), [s, t ] ). The remaining conclusions of the theorem are now immediate.
At least one generalization of these theorems is possible. Suppose £/(-)e LwiBiX), [a, b] ) is absolutely continuous, and suppose that f/()x is strongly differentiable a.e. VxeX with derivative U'i)x, where U'i^eL^BiX), [a, b] ).
If, in addition, each C/(f) is invertible, we may write t/'(-) = (r/'(-)r/(-) Proof. Since Ai ■ )A e L\BiX), [a, b] ), Ai)A + Ui-)~1U'i-)A belongs to L\BiX), [a, b] ), and, consequently, Ä(-)U(-)AU(-)-l=Ä(-)P(-) belongs to L\BiX), [a, b] ). Let 5ClC2(f, s) be as in Theorem 1, and set 2?ClC2(f,i)= Uit)BClC2it, j)£/"(i)-1. Then \\BClC2(t, s)\\ è KK0. By strong continuity and boundedness of BClC2it, s) in f, and by uniform continuity of Uit), BClC2(t, s) is strongly continuous in f. The range of BCiCa(t, s)C2(s) is the range of U(t)BClCa(t, s)U(s)~1U(s)C2U(s)-1, which has the same range as U(t)BClCa(t, s)C2, which has range in the range of U(t)A, which lies in the domain oiP(tyí = U(t)A-1U(t)-í. We have
, it is absolutely continuous on [a, b] , and it is strongly differentiable a.e. on all jc g X with derivative Proof. Since C3(f)JClCa(i, s)C¿s) 'x = Uit)(C35ClCa(f, OCfW*)"1. it is bounded by K'K0 by Theorem 3. Also,
which is absolutely continuous on [a, t] by Theorem 3, and which is almost everywhere strongly differentiable Vx e X with derivative uit)ic3BClC2it, -K^Ayui-y'+uiOidBc^it, yerum-y1'
, and the expression in double parentheses is -Â~(-
We shall immediately take up some specific cases of the above theorems. We deal first with Kato's basic theorem. Though we do not prove precisely the same result as he does, the change seems in the direction of improvement and generalization.
Consider first a function Ni^eL^iBiX), [a,b] ) and an associated operator A e LiX). We assume each A^(f) to be in LiX) and to have the same range as A. = f HA-'NiQyiNiQ-'AiQNiQyiNit^Nit^)) (1) the range of P(t) is the domain of A(t), and A~()P() belongs to
the spectrum of A(t) lies in a left half-plane, 
B(-,s)P(s) is absolutely continuous on [s,b], and B(-,s)P(s)x is strongly differentiable a.e. on [s, b] Vx g X with derivative A~()B(-, s)P(s)x, (4) B(t, )P() is absolutely continuous on [a, t], and B(t, )P(')x is differentiable a.e. Vx g JT with derivative B(t, )(P'()-I()P())x,

Proof. Set A()=-U()-1U'()+U()-1Ä()U().
We shall show that A() satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 with Ct = I and C2=A.
Let e0(0=min {e(t), \2m(t)\ -1}, and set en(t) = e0(t)/n. Set An(t)= -U(t)-lU'(t) By the remarks preceding this theorem it suffices to show that An{t) preserves the range of A in such a way that A ~ xAni ■ )A e L\BiX), [a,b] ). Since Pi-y^Ui^A^UiyKPi-yWi^AeOiBiX), [a, b] ), so that Ui^A-^Ui-yWi^A e L\BiX),{a,b]), -A-Wi-y^'i^Ae L\BiX), [a, b] ). For the other term,
Let us now verify hypothesis (2) of Theorem 1 for Ai-). We have, first, for uniform boundedness of BJjt, s), only to show that all of the piAni)) are bounded from above by a fixed function in L1 ([a, b] ). We have
To show uniform boundedness of A~1Bnit, s)A, we have, by the remarks directly preceding the theorem, only to show that p(Nit)~1Anit)Nit)) is bounded from above by a fixed function in L1 ([a, b] ). But piNity^A^Nit)) è piNitywitywiONit))
Nit) commutes through the argument of the last term, so that piNity^A^Nit)) g ¡Nity^Aw ¡A-mo-wmi ¡a-'níow +piUity1Äit)ii-enit)iit)yiu(t)) è WNi-y^AUUi-y^UPity^u'iOAi M-w(.)IU+m(0, as before. 
WmtyWQ-U(t)~l(l -Mt)Z(t))-*A-(t) = {/(O-^COil -n(t)A(t))-\ so that this is bounded, Ä(t)U(t)A=Ä(t)P(t)U(t), so that this is bounded, and lid -^(ozío)-1!! = \\u(t)\\ iwrmi+ipn)
< 2||tf(f)| \U<ß)"l\ V«.
Thus by Theorem V, (1), (2) , and (3) of this theorem hold. To verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2', and, a fortiori, of Theorem 3', we need only show that An(t)A -> A(t)A strongly for fixed f. Since we have already shown that MB(i)/4|| is uniformly bounded in n, it suffices to show strong convergence on elements of the form A ~ 1N(t)Ax, i.e., it suffices to show that An(t)N(t)Ax converges strongly to A(t)N(t)Ax Vx g X. As before,
and £B(f ) -> 0, while the other term remains bounded by
\\U(t)-T ¡Ä(t)P(t)\\ \\U(t)\\ \A-*N(ft\2\U(Q\ \\U(t)-i\\ ¡2(f)5(0|| ¡U(t)\\ \\x\\.
Thus Theorems 2' and 3' and Corollary 2' hold, proving (4), (5) , and the uniqueness assertion of this theorem. The bounds mentioned have been proved in passing. Only joint strong continuity of B(t, s) in s and f remains to be shown. Assuming for convenience that 8 and 8' are small and = 0, we have for x g X, 1(^+8,5+80-5(^0)*« á ||(5(í+8,0-5(f,0)x|| + ¡5(í+8, 5+8')|| ||(5(í+8', 0-/)*ll-(e) We shall now take up some specific cases of the existence theorems in the case that Zis a Hubert space. In this case approximation of unbounded operators by use of projections on which they are bounded seems most natural and seems, at least, to be possible in most of the cases where approximations using resolvents can be used.
Because the additional hypothesis that X is a Hubert space makes possible a number of existence theorems, we shall treat only two relatively simple ones by way of example.
Theorem. Let AeLiX) be self-adjoint. Let Ui-)eLoeiBiX), [a,b] ) have each Uit) unitary, and let ¿7()x be a.e. strongly differentiable Vxe X with derivative U'i-)x, where £/'() eL\BiX), [a,b] ). IfPi) = Ui)AUiy1, assume that U\t) takes the range of A into the domain of Pi) in such fashion that P(-yiU'(-)A eL\BiX), [a,b] ).
Suppose now that A(-) is a function from [a,b] to CDiX) with the following properties:
(1) each Â~it) is skew-adjoint, ( 2) the domain of Ait) contains the range of Pit), and J()P() e L\BiX), [a, b] 
Then for a^s^t^b 35(f, s) e BiX) jointly strongly continuous in t and s such that Bit, s) is isometric, and 
Bit, )Pi) is absolutely continuous on [a, t] , and Bit, )P()x is strongly differentiable a.e. Vx e X with derivative Bit, )(P'()-2()P())x, (5) Bit, s0)Bis0, s) = Bit,s)for a^s^Soút^b. Bi,s)e L*iBiX), [s, b] ) is uniquely characterized by properties (1), (2), and (3).
Proof. Note first that since Uit)x=Uis)x+ps U\r)xdr Vxe AT entails Uit)*x=Uis)*x+\\iU'ir))*xdr VxeZby the discussion for bounded operators in Hubert space, £/'()* is the strong derivative of £/()_1, so that U'{)* = -uiyiu'i-)ui-yi.
Thus iuityiu'it))*=u'it)*uit)=-uityiu'it), so that each C/(f ) "x U'(i) is skew-adjoint. Let us show that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold for A(-)= -Ui-)~1U'i-)
+ Ui-y1Ii-)Ui)mth d=/and C2=A. Since \Ait)A\ è wuityw'iOAW+wuityiXiOPWiot è\\U'it)\\\\A\\ + \\Âit)Pit)\\, we have Ai)A eL^BiX), [a, b] ).
If {EA} is the spectral family for A, set Pn = (1 -EVn)+E. Vn. Then A ~ xPn e B(X), and so \\A(t)Pn\\^\\A(t)A(A-1Pn)\\^n\\A(t)A\\.
Set An()=PnA()Pn.
Then each An(t) is skew-adjoint because each A(-) is, and An() e L1(B(X), [a, b]) V/i.
Since, by the discussion for bounded operators in Hubert space, each Bn(t, s) is thus unitary, ||5n(f,0||^l
Vn,a¿s^t = b. Thus the first part of hypothesis (2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied.
Since the range of An(t) lies in the range of 5", which lies in the domain of A'1, we may consider A'^A^A.
By an earlier discussion, A~ XA n(-)A eL\B(X), [a, b] ) will imply that the range of Bn(t,s)A lies in the domain oí A'1, thus proving hypothesis (1) Let us now verify the remainder of hypothesis (2) of Theorem 1, that A ' 1Bn(t, s) A is uniformly bounded. We compute p(A~1A"(-)A). We have
and, therefore,
Thus p(A -M"( • )A) è || P( ■ ) -1 U'( ■ )A || + }m( • ), and
¡A-iBn(t,s)A\\ è exp^ttmíO+IIPM^Í/WDrfr) áexpaHOlU+UPíO-^X-Mlli).
For hypothesis (3) For hypothesis (4) of Theorem 1 we must show that (An(t)A)* converges strongly to (A(t)A)* for almost all f. But \\(An(t)A)*\\ = M"(0^ll ^ M0MII-so that ¡(i4B(f)i4)*|| is uniformly bounded for fixed f. Thus we need only show that AAnit) -+■ AAit) on a dense subset of X. For x in the range of Pk and for n^k, AA"it)x = iAPn)A(l)x, and APn -*■ A strongly.
Thus conclusions (1), (2), and (3) of this theorem together with strong continuity of Bi-,s) follow from Theorem 1'. To verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and, a fortiori, of Theorem 3, for Ai-), we need only show that An(t)A -»• Ait)A strongly for almost all t. Again by uniform boundedness of ||i4B(f)/4|| for fixed t, it suffices to show strong convergence on x in the range of Pk for some k. For n^k, An{t)Ax -> PnA(t)Ax, and Pn -> / strongly.
Thus the uniqueness assertion holds by Corollary 1', conclusion (4) holds by Theorem 3', and conclusion (5) holds by Corollary 2'. As before, joint strong continuity of Bit, s) in t and s follows from conclusion (5), boundedness of Bit, s), and strong continuity in f.
It remains only to show that Bit, s) is isometric. But
(B(-,s)P(s)x,B(-,s)P(s)x)' = Hi■ )B(■, s)Pis)x, B(-, s)Pis)x) + (B(-, s)Pis)x, I(-)B(-, s)Pis)x) = 0
Vx e X, so that ||5(f, s)Pis)x\\2 = ||P(i)x|2 Vx e X. | None of the examples up to now has made use of the auxiliary operator d of Theorem 1. In the following example it is used to control the bounds of the Bn(t, s) which appear. This time we do not attempt a formulation in terms of the generalized theorems.
Theorem. Let si be a weakly-closed ring of operators in X with commutor si'. Let Ai-) be a function from [a, b] to CDiX) such that each Ait) is affiliated with si. Suppose 3A e si n LiX) (which by polar decomposition we may take to be positive self-adjoint) such that the range of A lies in the domain of each Ait), and Ai) A eL\B(X), [a,b] ).
Then 3Cesi + n LiX) such that C=g(A) for some nonnegative Borel function g, and for a^s^t^b 3B(t, s) in the weakly-closed ring si' generated by si and A, simultaneously strongly continuous in t and s, such that V«. Letting an=\\A(-)Pnj1, so that an\ , set d=ie-°iPi + 2"=a 2-ne-an(Pn-Pn-i), set C2 = A, and set C=C1C2 = C1A. For the An(-) of Theorem 1 let us take A()Pn. Since Bn(t, s) is a uniform limit of sums of strong integrals of operators in si', Bn(t, s) e si', so that 5B(í, Odd = Bn(t,s)C1A=ABn(t,s)C1 has range in the domain of A'1, and A~1Bn(t,s)C1A = Bn(t, j)d-We have shown hypothesis (1) of Theorem 1 to hold and will have shown hypothesis (2) also to hold as soon as we show that \\Bn(t, Od II is uniformly bounded for a ^ s á f è b, "in. To verify the hypotheses of Theorems 2 and 3 with C3=d> we need only show that An(t)A -*■ A(t)A strongly, and, again, for x in the range of Pk, when n -k we have An(t)Ax=A(t)PnAx=A(t)APnx=A(t)Ax. Now if B(t, s) is the relevant solution according to Theorem 1, it is in si' since it is a weak limit of operators 5B(f, Od-Setting B(t,s)=B(t,s)A, we may immediately verify all the assertions of the present theorem except joint strong continuity of B(t, s) in f and s. But this is immediate in the usual way: assuming S and 8' > 0 and small, \\(B(t+S,s+S')-B(t,s))Cx\\ g || (5(f+8, s)-B(t, s) Proof. Only the last statement is not immediate. But C'1B1(t, s)*C'1Bit, s)C2x = B1it,s)*Bit,s)x. By taking derivatives in f, B1(t,s)*B(t,s)x=B1(s,s)*B(s,s)x = C2x Vf e [s, b] , so that (C ~ 1B1(t, s)*)(C " 1B(t, s)) is the identity on the range ofC2.
A similar computation taking derivatives in s for B(t, s)Bx(t, s)*x = C -xB(t, s)C -lBj.(t, s)*C2x
shows that (C ~ 1B(t, s))(C ~ 1B1(t, s)*) is the identity on the range of C2 as well. | 4. The Cauchy problem for measurable operators affiliated with a weakly-closed ring of operators in a separable Hubert space, (a) Some observations on measurable functions from a measure space £2 to B (X) when X is a separable Hubert space are in order here.
For TeB(X), let us define |r| by the polar decomposition T=U\T\. Unless otherwise indicated, let us assume all spectral families of projections {£*} to be normalized from above from now on, so that Eho = Oa>ao E\-Suppose now that A() eJt(B(X), £1), where each A(t) is positive self-adjoint with spectral family {EK(t)}. Suppose first that \\A(-)\\ < M a.e. If/is any continuous function on [0, M], there exists a sequence {/>"} of polynomials converging uniformly to/. Thus (pn(A())x, y) ^> (f(A())x, y) pointwise, so that f(A())e JfiBiX), Q)..If \<M, set/B(x)=l forOSx^A, =n(l/n + A-x)for AgxgA+1/n, =0 for A+1/n^x^M. Then (fn(A(-))x, y)-> (EA()x, y) pointwise, so that Eh() e J((B(X), £2). Since ||¿(-)|| is in general measurable, E¿) e J?(B(X), £2) generally by splitting up £2 into a countable number of pieces on which \\A(-)\\ is uniformly bounded.
Let A()eJt(B(X), £2) be arbitrary, = U()\A(-)\. Then A(-)*A()eJK(B(X), £2), so that (A(-)*A(-))ll2=\A(-)\ eJ((B(X), £2). If {E"(t)} is the spectral family for | ¿(0|, $l,n (1/A) dEK() is measurable, so that 
Note also that U(-)En()eJ!(B(X), £2) Vw^O, so that t/()e.#(5(X), £2).
Consider now P(■) e J((B(X), £2), where each P(f) is a projection. Since
so that Pi() u P2() is measurable. Thus U¡" i Pt(-) G^(5(Ar), £2).
[If ¿/ is a weakly-closed ring of operators in X, and if 5 is a projection in si, then P', the central support of P, =Ui" i UiPUC1) where {17,} ranges over a countable set of unitaries dense in the separable metric space of all unitaries of si under the strong topology. For if* is in the range of P and if U is any unitary in si, there exists a sequence {U,k} with t/,kx -*-f/x, which means that \J¡°=i t^PC/r1 contains all images of elements in the range of P under unitaries in si, which means that it is stable under all unitaries of si, which means that it is in s?, which means that it is in the center of si.
Then if P()eJi(B(X), £2), with each P(f) a projection in si, P'()eM(B(X), £2).
Suppose Aesi+, with A = j% ^dEÄ. Set Ei equal to the central support of (1 -£*). Then {£,} is a spectral family continuous from above. For Í¿Ao = nA>A0 ^a is equivalent to Ei0 = {Jh>KoE{-. Set Ä=¡M A dE". Since Ei is the central support of E{, ExSEh. Then Vx e X, iExx, x)g(£Ax, x). But then
If v4' is any central operator in si with A'^A,
so that A'n~^An VnâO. Then if A'=\M A dE'K and if x is a unit vector in the range of E'Ko, iAnx, x) ^ iA'nx, x) g AS Vn è0, so that JM (A/A0)n d(Exx, x) ^ 1 V« ^ 0, which means iEAox, x) = 1, which means x is in the range of Eho, which means E'XoúEAo, which means E'K^E{0, which means E'^^E{-0, which means E'Xo^EXo, which means iA'x, x) 2: iÄx, x), just as above, which means A' ^ Ä, so that Ä is the least central operator in si majorizing A. If tr is any trace on the ring si, there exists a sequence of vectors {xB} such that tr A = 2i" i iAxt, Xj) V'A e si,+. Thus if A(-) is a measurable function on a measure space £2 with values in Jiisi), we have tr \Ai-)\ = limtr(|^()|£k(-)) = lim ^i\Ai-)\Eki-)xK, xt), fc t °° fc t °° (=i so that tr |/4(-)| is measurable. We may now give some ring-theoretic conditions for solution of the Cauchy problem. The essential details of the construction amount to a direct generalization of the basic propositions for bounded operators. We first prove a lemma.
Lemma. Let £2 be a finite measure space for which L2(£2) is separable. Let si be the multiplication ring o/L2(£2). Then if Ai-) is a measurable function from a finite measure space £2' to operators affiliated with si, there exists a measurable function ki<x), a>') on £2 x £2' such that for almost allw' e £2', Ai<a') is multiplication by &(co, a)').
Proof. Let {£*(•)} De the spectral family associated with \A(-)\. Set A,.{-) = Ai-)Eni-). Then if t>eL2(£2) is the function constantly equal to one, Ani-)v eL"°(L2(£2), Cl'yL2iL2i(2), £2').
Thus there exists a sequence {v'ni-)} of countably-valued measurable functions [August from £2' to L2(£2) such that ||/4"(-)í>-i>n()|| ^ 1// a.e. on £2' (the norm being the norm in L2(£2)). Certainly vjni<jj')(w)=kini<i>, <*>') is measurable on £2x0'. Also, f |)tB(w,w')-)fcB(",w')la<W<<>' ú f 2(l/i2 + l/y2)aV = 2(l//2 + l//2) f du,', JaJn-SO that {k'n(a>, íü')}"=i is Cauchy in L2(£2 x £2')-Let kn(w, a,') e L2(£2 x £2') be a limit function. Then kn(a>, a>') = An(a>')v (in L2(£2), and, hence, in LX(Q)) for almost all
to' e £2' since j do>' (J IM«, »0-*£(«, «>')l2 dw) -> 0, so that f \kni<o, a>')-A:n™(cü, a>')|a da, -+ 0 Jo for almost all tu' for an appropriate subsequence {jm}. Thus for almost all a,' e £2', An(a>') is multiplication by kn(a>, to').
Application of this to En() gives a function />"(">, ">'), which, since it is equal to 0 or 1 a.e. on £2 x £2', must be the characteristic function of a measurable set Gn. Clearly kmxGn=kn almost everywhere Vw^/j, so that, except on a null set of Gn, km remains constant when man. Then {kn} converges to a measurable function k a.e. on £2x£2'. Since kxan=k", A(w') is multiplication by k(u>, w) for almost all a,' e £2'. | Theorem. Let si be a discrete ring, and let Aa(-) be a measurable function from ( (5) if Bit, s) is related to -A0i-)* as Bit, s) is related to A0i), Bit, s) has all of the above properties with respect to -A0i-)* and the same A, andBit, s)*=B(t, s)_1, (6) Vi0 e [s, t], Bit, s0)Bis0, s)=Bit, s), (7) Bit, s)A is jointly strongly continuous in t and s.
Properties (1), (2), and (3) Then assertions (1) and (2) Assertion (4) follows in exactly the same manner. For assertion (5) we need only take B(t, 0 = Z¡™ i B\iU s)-Assertion (6) is immediate. Assertion (7) follows from joint strong continuity on elements in the range of 2in= i Pi and uniform boundedness of B(t, s)A.
Uniqueness follows by application of P, and the observation that properties (1), (2) , and (3) are inherited when everything is reduced to sit. The operator bound is immediate.
Since si is discrete and X is separable, there exists a sequence of mutually orthogonal central projections {PB} such that each P" is the sum of n orthogonal equivalent abelian projections, n= 1, 2,..., oo. By the above discussion we may assume that some Pn=I.
We assume then that there exists a sequence {P,}?=1 of mutually orthogonal equivalent abelian projections with 2"=i Pi""/. Let Ui} e si be a partial isometry with Uf,= Uji, and UljUll=Pi. Since P1siP1 is abelian, it is isomorphic to the multiplication algebra M of L°°(£2) over L2(£2), where £2 is a finite measure space with L2(£2) separable. The integral of a function in L™(£i) gives a trace trj on P^siP^ If we set tr' T=%'}=1tr1(UljTUn) VTesi+, tr' is clearly additive, homogeneous with respect to nonnegative real numbers, and normal. VTesi+. Let S have spectral resolution {£A}, and set Qk=E2k-E2k-i. Then {Qk} is a sequence of mutually orthogonal central projections with 2-00 Qk=I, and tr rgt = tr' SQkT^2k tr' TQk, tr' Tßfc=tr TS~1Qk g21_fc tr TQk. If we assume, as we may, that some Qk=I, then we may assume the isomorphism of PxsiPx with the multiplication algebra Ji of Lw(£2) over L2(£2) to be such that tr gives the same measure as \ix on £2 since tr and trj give equivalent measures inducing a unitary transformation of 7_2(£2). Call the isomorphism 6.
Consider now d(UuAa(-)Un). This is a measurable function from [a, b] to unbounded operators affiliated with Ji. Thus by the lemma there exists a function k^iw, t) measurable on £2 x [a, b] with 6iUuA,^t)Un) multiplication by k%(-, t) for almost all f e [a, b] . Further, for almost all f, kf¡(u>, t) defines a bounded matrix operator on /2({j}"=i) with norm ||kf, (u>, t) \\p Vcu e £2 if we set kf)(a>, f) equal to zero on a suitable null set of £2 x [a, b] , an adjustment which changes kf¡(w, t) only on a null set of £2 for almost all t since a null set of £2 
is measurable in w, t, and s. Thus B(m, t, 0=^+Zn°=i Bn(o>, t, s) is measurable in cu, t, and i. Set B(t, s) = 2u=i C/,1Ö-1(5(-, f, s)i})Ulf, and set /I of assertion (2) of the theorem equal to /. Certainly \\B(t,s)\\úeM Va^s^tèb, and B(t,t)=I Vf g [a, b] . Measurability of B(t, s) in f and j is also clear (since it may be expressed in the form " p(B(t, s)) is measurable in t and s for any positive normal form p on si").
Suppose (Tx, x) á k(x) tr T VTesi+ for some xeX. Then We wish to show that B(t,s)x = x+ T A0(r)B(r, s)x dr.
Note that the set oixeX with (Jx, x) = k(x) tr T, or ||r1/2x||2gk(x) tr T, forms a linear space (Tesi+). For ||r'2Ax||2 è |A|2Ä;(x)trr, and ¡T^x+yW ^ (iir^xll + iir1'2^)2 s 2(|r"»*|«+|r"Ŵ 2(k(x)+k(y))trT.
Since tr T= 2," r (7x(, xf) for some separating sequence of vectors {x(}, the space of x e X with ||r1,2x|2^fc(x) tr T is a separating set for si. For any unitary U e si, ||r1/2(í7x)||2=||í/7'1/2x|2=||7'1'2x||2áA:(x)trr, so that the space of xeX with ||r1/2x||2^fc(x) tr Tis dense in X.
Thus it suffices to show that (B(t, s)x, y) = (x, y)+$l (A0(r)B(r, s)x, y) dr \fy with ||7n,2>>||2^A:0>) tr T. By decomposing each term in the form (*, y) = iiix+y, x+y)-ix-y, x-j>)+i(x+i>, x+iy)-i(x-ty, x-iy)), we see that it suffices to show that (7?(f, s)x, x) = (x, x)+/' iA0ir)Bir, s)x, x) dr VxeJST with \\Tll2x\\2Zkix)trT for Tesi + . But then (B(t, s)x, *)=(*, x)+fl (A0(r)B(r, s)x, x) dr.
Assertion (4) is proved in exactly the same manner. Assertions (5) and (6) follow from the previous assertions and the isomorphism of si with B(H) ® M. Assertion (7) follows from boundedness of B(t, s) and absolute continuity of B(t, s)x in f and s separately for x with (Tx, x)èk(x) tr T for Te si+, together with (6) . The operator bound has already been established in the course of computation. . | (c) If the ring si is not discrete, no theorem like the above one seems to be available. However, some kind of control over the traces of the operators involved can help in keeping domains under control. Let us give an example of an operator A affiliated with a finite ring si for which 2?= o (\¡kV)Akx converges weakly for no nonzero xeX.
We take the ring si to be one of the standard examples of a finite factor of type IIj. Let C be the group of reals mod one. Let Hn^L2(C), and set X=@1X Hn.
Let a e (0, 1) be a fixed irrational number. For/={/n} g X, let (Uf)n(x)=fn.1(x-a), so that [/is unitary on X. Let (Sf)n=xfn(x). Then the ring si generated by U and S is a factor of type IL. If ra(-) is any measurable function on C, and if (Tf)n(x) =m(x)fn(x) for suitable/e X, then UT=A is affiliated with si. If we take m(x) =exp (*~4), A will furnish the example desired.
To see this, let us first note that there exist arbitrarily large integers m such that the set of iterates {ja} (jl\2) Consider k=(m + \)2, where ra is as described above. For any xg [0, 1), some jae(x-l/m,x) for y between 1 and k, so that inf n?=iexp(x-ja)~i^emi = exp(kll2-iyèekll2iork = 50. Thus(\/k\)ekai2 = K' for arbitrarily large A:, so that k~kek2'2 = K' for arbitrarily large k, or gwwa-iiiio^jf' for arbitrarily large k, which is impossible.
Note that T= \A\ has very badly divergent trace (tr T=J^ e*"4 </x). If we consider only operators A which are sums of bounded operators and operators whose absolute values have finite trace, exponentiation is always possible.
We preface the statement of the theorem by remarking that if A g J((si), and if A = UT=R+ VS, where UTand VS are polar decompositions, R is bounded with |5|=r, and trS<oo, then tr(r£r\2)^(r+l)tr(S) (where {EÁ} is the spectral family for T). For if 5rx+2=0, this is immediate. Otherwise, if v is any unit vector in the range of E^2,(r+2)è\\Rv\\ + \\VSv\\Sr+\\Sv\\, so that 2^||Si>||, E$+2 n F1=0 in consequence (writing {PA} for the spectral family of S), and thus E^2<Fi, giving tr (Er\2\R\2ET\2)1'2 gr(tr S), and, hence, tr (TEr\2)ú(r+1) tr (S).
Theorem. Let A e J((si) be the sum of a bounded operator and an operator whose absolute value has finite trace for an essential trace tr on si.
Then V7?>0 3CResi+ n LiX) with measurable inverse such that the range of CB lies in the domain of Ak Vfc^O, and \\izk/kï)AkCR\\<2-k for \z\<R, and 2*°=o il/kl)zkAkCR is analytic on \z\<R with values in si. It is equal to ezACR, where ezA is a function on the complex numbers to Jiisi) with Ae"A = ezAA, ¿h+ziî>a =e*iV< and(eZÁ)* = eiA'.
The function Fiz) = ezA from the complex plane to Jiisi) is uniquely characterized by the property that F(0)=7, and that Vi? > 0, 3 C« e si+ n L(X) with measurable inverse such that the range of CR lies in the domains of F(z) and AFiz) Vz with \z\ <R, and Fiz)CR is analytic in \z\ <R with derivative AFiz)CR.
Proof. Let A = IT be the polar decomposition of A, and let {7¿A} be the spectral family of T. Since A is measurable, 3A0>0 with E^0 finite. By the remark we may assume that tr (TEXo) < oo.
Choose R>0, and set r=(47?2)-1. Let Qk be the null space of EXo+(n+k)rAn, so that ôï1-<7iAJ0+(n+ic)r and the range of AnQk lies in the range of E"0 + in + k)r. (l/n!)|M»7»fc| è rnfíiiX0/iJ+ik-l))r)+l)iiik-l)/j)+l) i=i = r»n ((*//')+O2 ^ '" exp (27s: 2 (Vf)) g rn exp (2tf(ln n+1)) ^ ie2K)rn'2 exp (2AT In n+(n/2) In r) è ie2K)i2R)-nexpi2K\nn-in/2)ln4R2) g K\R, k)i2R)~n (where K depends on A0, r, and k ; and A0 is considered forever fixed). Thus ||(l/n!)zMnPfc| g K'iR,k)2~n for |z| < 7?.
Set Cs=2"=i2-k/2(/s:'(7<,Ä:)+l)-1(Pfc-Pfc-i), where 7>0=0. Then CResi+ n LiX), and CR 1 is measurable because Pk is cofinite for A:^ 1. so that ||(l/n!)zMnd|| <2"n Vn = 0, Vz with |z| < 5.
Thus P(z, /4, CB) = 2n°=o (l/«!)zMnCB is an analytic function from \z\ <R into si with derivative /4P(z, ^, CR), and with F(0, ^, CR) = CB.
Suppose F(z) is a function on |z| <5 to J((si) with F(0)=I, and suppose that 3Cesi+ r>L(X) with measurable inverse such that the range of C lies in the domains of F(z) and AF(z), and F(z)C is analytic on \z\ < R with derivative AF(z)C. But it is equal to zero at z=0, so that all derivatives are also equal to zero at z=0, so that F(z, A, CR)CñXD~F(z)D=0 in \z\ < R, and F(z)=F(z, A, CR)CB 1 in |z| < R.
Thus F(z, A, CR)CRX is independent of R. Denote it by e*A. For any x g X in the range of CR which also has Ax in the range of CR (AezA -esAA)x is an analytic function on |z|<5 which is equal to zero at z=0. Since its «th derivative is An(AezA-ezAA)x, it is zero at z=0, so that (AezA-ezAA)x=0 for all x in the range of CR which have Ax also in the range of CR, which means that Ae"A-esAA=0 since such x are dense in X.
Since (eSACR)* = CR(eiA)* has derivatives with respect to z at zero equal to CRA*n, a uniqueness result exactly like the first one above, but with auxiliary operators applied on the left, gives (eiA)* = ezA't or (ezA)*=eiA'.
Finally, consider e'^Wz^ + |z| < R). For x in the range of CR with e*°Ax in the range of CR, (e"Aez«A-eiz+,i°'A)x is an analytic function in |z| <5-|z0| equal to zero at z=0 and with all derivatives thus equal to zero at z=0, so that eíVoi4=e<í!+z°M by density of the x's. | Some weak generalization of the above theorem is possible. Let A(-) be a measurable function from a measure space £2 to unbounded operators affiliated with a ring si, and let P e si be a projection. Then the family of projections Qe si with Proof. We shall show that A( ■ ) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 on the Cauchy problem for unbounded operators. We will set C2 of that theorem equal to 7.
Let A0 > 1/e be such that J""o A dp(X) < oo, where 7¿A = E{/A defines the spectral family of A-1, set ÔS=03(.,(7iAo+(B+JC)r), and let r=(2M(-)^||1)-2.
Let Pk=C\^o QlSince Ql+1 ^ Qk (trivial for n=0 5. The Cauchy problem in simply-connected regions of the complex plane for operators in a Banach space, (a) We shall present what appear to be some basic theorems for bounded operators, but we make no attempt at a general treatment for unbounded operators. Indeed, we shall treat only one particular case for unbounded operators, having chosen it on grounds of simplicity and interest.
Theorem. Let R be a simply-connected region of the complex plane, and let A() be an analytic function from R to B(X). Then for allz1 andz2 in R, 35(z1; z2) g B(X) analytic in zx and such that B(z, z)=I and (d/Bz1)B(z1, z2) = A(z1)B(z1, z2). B(zu z2) is uniquely characterized by these properties. It is also simultaneously analytic in zx and z2, and has (ô/ôz2)B(zu z2) = -B(zx, z2)A(z2). It is invertible Vzl5 z2 g R, and B(z1,z2)B(z2,z3)=B(z1,z3) Vz^Za, and z3eR. Further, if the disc \z-z0\=r is in R, then \B(zi,z2)\=eMr for \zx -z0\<r and |z2-z0|<r, where M= 2sup|a_,oi<r \\A(z)\\.
Proof. Consider first a disc |z-z0| ^r contained in 5. We have is simultaneously analytic in z and z0 in |z-z0| <r, Bx(zü, z0)=0, and (d/dz)B1(z, z0) =A(z). Similarly, we may start with A(z)Bx(z, z0) and find B2(z, z0) simultaneously analytic in z and z0 in |z-z0|<r with 52(z0, z0)=0 and with (d/dz)B2(z, z0) = A(z)Bx(z, z0), and, in general, we may find Bn+1(z, z0) simultaneously analytic in z and z0 in |z-z0|<r such that (d/dz)Bn+1(z, z0) = A(z)Bn(z, z0), and such that 5B+1(z0, z0)=0.
Consider \Bn(zu z2)|| for |zx -zr0| <rand |z2-z0| <r. LetM=2sup|a_2ol<r||/i(z)||. 
